Abstract
Introduction
In real-world applications, data sets are often imbalanced, that is, the number of examples in one class may overwhelm the other class. This problem is prevalent in many applications, such as fraud/intrusion detection, medical diagnosis/monitoring, etc. Learning algorithms that do not consider class-imbalance tend to be overwhelmed by the major class and ignore the minor one [3] . However, in class-imbalance learning, usually the primary interest is on the minor class. That is, the cost of misclassifying a minor class example is usually more expensive than that of misclassifying a major one [9, 11] .
Various cost-sensitive learning methods [5, 7, 10, 13, 15] have been developed to deal with unequal misclassification costs. Cost-sensitive learning has also been deemed as a good solution to class-imbalance learning [12] . Maloof [8] indicated that, learning from imbalanced data sets and learning with unequal costs can be handled in a similar manner. On one hand, cost-sensitive learning is a good solution to class-imbalance problem [3] ; on the other hand, methods designed for class-imbalance problem can also help in cost-sensitive learning [15] . In fact, cost-sensitive learning methods deal with class-imbalance by incurring different costs for different classes. Thus, it is feasible to handle unequal misclassification costs and class-imbalance in a unified framework [14] .
However, previous research mainly focus on pure classimbalance learning or pure cost-sensitive learning, largely ignoring the fact that class-imbalance and unequal misclassification costs usually occur simultaneously. Although it has been observed that class-imbalance has some influence on cost-sensitive classifiers [2, 10, 14, 15] , up to now there is no thorough investigation about the influence of classimbalance on cost-sensitive learning methods.
This paper presents an empirical study using 38 data sets on how class-imbalance would affect cost-sensitive learning methods. The results reveal that class-imbalance does often affect the performance of cost-sensitive classifiers. When costs do not differ seriously, cost-sensitive classifiers generally favor natural class distribution; while when costs differ seriously, cost-sensitive classifiers favor a balanced class distribution instead. This suggests that in the future when we are dealing with a not-seriously imbalanced data set, we can simply apply cost-sensitive learning methods; while when we are facing with a seriously imbalanced data set, before applying cost-sensitive learning methods, we shall try to balance the class distribution.
Balancing Class Distribution
We focus on 2-class tasks, where the positive class is of the primary interest and with higher misclassification cost C + , while the other class is the negative class with lower cost C − . There is no cost for correct prediction. Assuming the positive class has N + examples and negative class has N − examples. Since costs can be normalized with the optimal decision unchanged [7] , C − can always be set to 1, and therefore C + is always bigger than 1.
A popular approach to cost-sensitive learning is to rescale (or rebalance) the classes such that the influences of different classes on the learning process are in proportion to their costs [14] . A typical process is to assign the training examples of different classes with different weights, where the weights are in proportion to their corresponding misclassification costs, and then pass the weighted examples to a classical learning algorithm such as C4.5 decision tree [7, 10] . Besides weighting the examples, the Rescaling approach can also be realized in many other ways, such as sampling the training examples [6] [7] [8] or moving the decision thresholds [5, 7, 15] corresponding to their corresponding misclassification costs.
In Rescaling, the optimal rescale ratio (called costsensitive rescale ratio) of positive class to negative class is rc +,− , as shown in Eq. 1.
In order to deal with class-imbalance using Rescaling, different costs are to be incurred for different classes. So, the optimal rescale ratio (called imbalance rescale ratio) of positive class to negative class is ri +,− , as shown in Eq. 2, where minor class will have bigger imbalance rescale ratio.
In order to handle unequal misclassification costs and class-imbalance simultaneously, both the cost-sensitive rescale ratio rc and the imbalance rescale ratio ri should be considered. A natural way is to merge them into a single rescale ratio r, as shown in Eq. 3.
When minor class has higher misclassification cost and less examples, in order to eliminate the influence of classimbalance, the rescale ratio becomes larger than that of the case when only misclassification costs are considered. From the view of cost-sensitive learning, the cost of the positive class should be bigger than its given misclassification cost, since the positive class has less examples. That is to say, misclassification cost of a class should be normalized by the number of examples in this class, as shown in Eq. 4.
Note that Ciraco et al. [4] claimed that in general, changing the class distribution is not equivalent to altering the cost ratio. However, in Rescaling they are equivalent, which can be found by comparing Eqs. 3 and 4. Thus, Rescaling is a good basis for studying the influence of class-imbalance on cost-sensitive classifiers.
Empirical Study

Settings
In the empirical study, the instance-weighting-based cost-sensitive C4.5 decision tree (denoted by C45CS) [10] is used. In order to handle class-imbalance in cost-sensitive classifiers, the strategy described in Section 2 is employed, which is denoted by B-C45CS.
Thirty-eight UCI data sets [1] are used. Information on these data sets is shown in Table 1 . The first part of Table 1 shows eleven imbalanced 2-class data sets; the second part shows twenty-seven 2-class data sets derived from multi-class data sets or relatively balanced 2-class data sets according to one of the following strategies: 1) treating one class of a multi-class data set as the positive class while the union of all other classes as the negative class (e.g. ann0), or 2) selecting two classes of a multi-class data set, where one class is regarded as the positive class while the other is regarded as the negative class (e.g. balance1), or 3) sampling a small subset from one class of a relatively balanced 2-class data set, which is regarded as the positive class while the other class is regarded as the negative class (e.g. adult and spamebase). The imbalance level ( the ratio of major class size to minor class size) in these data sets varies from 1.9 to 66.
The misclassification cost C − is always set to 1, and C + is set to an integer varying from 1 to max(30, 3 × imbalance level). For each [C + , C − ] combination, five times 10-fold stratified cross validation are performed, and the average results are recorded.
Results
In order to investigate the influence of class-imbalance on cost-sensitive classifiers, the difference between the classifiers' performance without/with considering classimbalance is studied. Figure 1 depicts the performance tendency of C45CS and B-C45CS with the increasing cost ratio (ratio of C + to C − ) on 8 representative data sets, where the y-axes is the ratio of the classifier's total cost to its corresponding baseline method (standard C4.5). The horizontal dashed line at y = 1 indicates the performance of the baseline method. The vertical dashed line points out the imbalance level. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) present typical performance tendency on data sets with slight class-imbalance. The imbalance level of german and abalone4 is 2.3 and 7.5, respectively. Twelve more data sets share such performance tendency, including breast-cancer, credit-g, haberman, spect, abalone2,3,5 balance1,2, adult1, where there are more than one cross points. Data sets sharing such performance tendency include breast-w, euthyroid, hepatitis and sick. Note that the imbalance level of these data sets is less than 10, and before the first cross point C45CS is superior to B-C45CS. In some cases C45CS always dominates B-C45CS, as shown in Figure 1 (g). Data sets sharing such performance tendency include balance0, nrusery0 and adult0. There is a very exceptional case (on the data set ann0), as shown in Figure 1 (h), where there is only one cross point but before the point C45CS is inferior to B-C45CS while after the point C45CS is superior to B-C45CS. Among the 38 experimental data sets, C45CS and B-C45CS have cross points on 35 data sets. This means that when the minor class has higher misclassification cost, class-imbalance often affects the cost-sensitive classifier C45CS. But class-imbalance will only take effect when the cost ratio in the concerned task is large enough. When the cost ratio is small, C45CS is generally superior to B-C45CS. Thus, it is not needed to consider class-imbalance in such cases. This is mainly because when the cost ratio is small, considering class-imbalance in cost-sensitive classifiers will make the rescale ratio overly large.
Performance Tendency
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Quantitative Results
To quantitatively study the influence of class-imbalance on cost-sensitive classifiers, min is observed. Figure 2 illustrates this criterion. Since performance tendency shows the performance of a cost-sensitive classifier's against the baseline method, the area under the performance tendency curve (denoted by AP T ) can be regarded as a performance measure. Smaller AP T indicates better performance. In Figure 2 
, AP T (C45CS) = area(A) + area(B), and AP T (B-C45CS) = area(A) + area(C).
Thus, when the performance tendency of two methods have cross points, area(A) is always smaller than the AP T values of both C45CS and B-C45CS. Otherwise, area(A) equals to the AP T value of the dominative classifier. Thus, area(A) is helpful to evaluate the influence of class-imbalance, and its value is defined as min. The value of AP T (C45CS)−min indicates how much C45CS favors balanced class distribution: The larger the value, the more the balanced class distribution is favored; while the value of AP T (B-C45CS) − min indicates how much C45CS favors natural class distribution: The larger the value, the more the natural class distribution is favored. Note that all these values should be normalized by the number of cost ratios, since the imbalance level of different data sets are not identical. The total costs of C45CS and B-C45CS are tabulated in Table 2 . Here min is also reported. The table entries present the real results of C4.5, and the ratio of the other methods against that of C4.5. Note that, the results for C45CS and B-C45CS are equivalent to the (normalized) AP T value. The bolded min values indicates that on the corresponding data set the min value is smaller than the AP T value of C45CS, which implies that class-imbalance affects C45CS on that data set. Table 2 shows that, the difference between C45CS' AP T and min can be as much as 28.5% on data set abalone10 which suffers from serious class-imbalance (the imbalance level is 66.4). Even on data sets with very slight classimbalance, min can be smaller than C45CS's AP T . For example, on breast-w, min is 3.7% smaller than C45CS's AP T . The average of min on all data sets is 0.476, which is 10.2% less than the average AP T of C45CS.
Generally speaking, class-imbalance does affect the cost-sensitive classifier C45CS. Concretely, C45CS favors natural class distribution in case of small cost ratio, while favors a balanced class distribution in case of big cost ratio. Moreover, the more serious the class-imbalance, the more significant the influence. Unfortunately, the position of the critical point of C45CS and B-C45CS is hard to be decided since it is task-dependent.
Besides C45CS, we have also empirically investigated the influence of class-imbalance on several other costsensitive learning methods, such as instance-weightingbased cost-sensitive Naïve Bayes classifier [13] , thresholdmoving-based cost-sensitive neural networks [15] , and MetaCost [5] . The findings are similar to that have been reported in this paper. Due to the page limit, these results will be presented in a longer version.
Concluding Remarks
As far as we know, there is only one work concerned the influence of class-imbalance on cost-sensitive learning [2] . Based on results of three data sets, it was concluded that when misclassification costs are unequal, a training set using the natural class distribution is the best. In this paper, we report on an empirical study involving thirty-eight data sets. Our results disclose that, cost-sensitive classifiers generally favor natural class distribution when costs differ less, while a balanced class distribution is more favorable when costs differ seriously. This only partially agrees with the conclusion of the previous work [2] .
It was indicated in [11] that traditional classifiers (i.e. cost-insensitive classifiers) favor a certain class distribution for a certain evaluation metric. Our results disclose that even for the same evaluation metric, a cost-sensitive classifier may favor different class distributions on different data sets. These may suggest that the influence of classimbalance on traditional classifiers and cost-sensitive classifiers are somewhat different.
In this paper we employ Eq. 3 to merge the cost-sensitive weights as well as class-imbalance weights into a unified framework. It is possible that our results have been biased because of the adoption of this merging scheme. Empirical study with other kinds of merging schemes has been left for future work. Moreover, in this paper we only considers natural class distribution and balanced class distribution. Whether it is better to take distributions other than natural or balanced distributions is an interesting issue to be explored in the future. Furthermore, studying the influence of classimbalance on multi-class cost-sensitive learning methods is also an interesting future issue.
